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Members Present:   S. Kiger, D. Malooley, W. Mitchell, R. Peters, L. Rosenhein, D. 

Worley 

Student members:  

Ex-officio: D. Collins, A. Garakani, R. English, H. Hudson, L. Maule, J. McNabb 

Executive Committee Liaison:  

Absent: T. Allen: Excused, V. Muyumba: Conference, C. Stemmans: Excused 

Guests: P. Jones 

  

R. Peters called the meeting to order at 3:37 PM.  

  

1.  A motion to approve the Minutes of Meeting #2 (9-22-09) as corrected, was made 

and passed, 6-0-0, (Kiger/Rosenhein). 



  

2.  D. Worley discussed the definition of schools forged by the task force.  

Discussion on the statement “(1) a significant student enrollment” was held and it 

was determined to be acceptable wording.  Following discussion, a motion to 

approve the following was made and passed, 6-0-0, (Kiger/Mitchell). 

  

Recognizing that in common usage the terms “college” and “school” have no 

precisely differentiated meanings as applied to academic units within a university, 

CAAC desires to delineate how the term “school” will be applied to units within 

ISU.  

  

A school at Indiana State University is an academic unit located within a college 

that is administratively equivalent to a department in terms of structure, function, 

and leadership (customarily designated as head, director, etc.)  To become and/or 

maintain the designation of “school” such units should reflect the following 

characteristics:  (1) a significant student enrollment; (2) multiple sources of 

revenue, including external funding, endowment or other significant financial 

resources; (3) multiple academic programs (majors, minors, graduate, 

undergraduate) based in an integrated disciplinary curriculum and (4) provide 

evidence that the term “school” is a common, recognized designation in the field.  

  

3.  NCA Committee representative: R. Peters stated there is a request for each 

Standing Committee to have a representative to read the NCA Report and attend a 

meeting in November to discuss if it is an accurate reflection of the past ten years of 

ISU accomplishments.  A motion nominating C. Stemmans was made and passed, 6-

0-0, (Peters/Worley). 

  

4.  P. Jones presented a charge to the Student Affairs Committee pertaining to the 

situation of a student who would be medically unable to attend classes. Should they 

withdraw from the University or is there another option?  The situation of a medical 

withdrawal would be the loss of medical insurance just as it is needed the most.  

SAC is requesting CAAC participation in a sub-committee to research the possible 

solutions.  Suggestions posited were a medical incomplete, a one semester extension, 

twelve hours of distance delivery mode of presentation, and several others. Concerns 

considered were financial Aid ramifications, a change in the incomplete rule, a 

special medical incomplete process and others. Following discussion, S. Kiger 



volunteered. A motion was made and passed for S. Kiger to represent CAAC was 

made and passed, 6-0-0, (Malooley/Rosenhein). 

  

5.  R. Peters opened discussion of the following Senate Charges: 

  

Curricular & Academic Affairs 

1.       Complete efforts to define and distinguish “college” & “school” by Oct 1 

2.       Complete procedures for administrative reorganization of existing 

academic units by Nov 1 

3.       Collaborate with Graduate Council to update/modify the CAPS manual. 

4.       Continue to review and evaluate curricular proposals as per CAPS manual 

5.       Evaluate the Faculty Senate discussion regarding the Foundational 

Studies Program (April 30, 2009) and determine whether any specific 

recommendations/changes should be considered  

6.       Immediately consider the expedite review Proposal for existing GE 2000 

courses to be considered for acceptance  for Foundational Study credit as 

proposed by the CAPS revision taskforce.  Contact person: Dave Malooley. 

  

 Charges #1 and #6 have been completed. He will contact M. Murphy to determine 

disposition of Charge #2. D. Malooley reported that Charge #3 is progressing nicely 

with weekly meetings of H. Hudson, D. Malooley, and M. Murphy.  A new CAPS 

Manual with E-CAPS Forms could possibly be presented by the end of the year. 

Charge #4 is a continuous process. Charge #5 will be taken under consideration at a 

future date. 

  

6.  General Education Council Report: L. Maule reported the Council  has been very 

busy with the submission of the first Foundational Studies Proposals.  It was noted 

that Departments and individuals have been good citizens in trying to assure all 

aspects of the FS proposals are complete and accurate. In discussion, the Council 

determined there are four basic responses that are necessary: 

1.  Course is approved and has been added to the Array for an area. 



2.  Course is approved with requested changes and will be included in the 

Array for an area. 

3.  Course is approved with required changes that if made and reviewed will 

be included in the Array for an area. 

4.  Course has been rejected without opportunity for inclusion. 

  

7.  Chair report: R. Peters has reviewed old business and noted that J. McNabb will 

be on a future agenda to continue the Credit for Work Policy and Procedures 

initiated last year. 

  

8. The Committee adjourned at 4:32 PM 

  

Respectfully Submitted 

David J. Malooley, Secretary  

  

 


